audibly in his mausoleum before the
Kremlin in Moscow; Mustapha Kemal
tucked away his seven-day address on
Nationalist Turkey and hid his face in
humiliation; and sixty-seven Congressmen tried to drown themselves.
The Fascist dictator—the word is
gaining a special oratorical significance
—said all the usual modest things about
the economic, political, and social
achievements of Black Shirt rule, while
Rome applauded.
And an ItaHan
squadron, visiting the North African
part of Tangier, opposite Gibraltar,
worried the French. France claims special rights free from interference in
Morocco—including Tangier so far as
Italy is concerned—by earlier treaties
with Rome; and she is negotiating with
Spain, which holds the surrounding territory, about its status, to the anxiety of
Great Britain.
Nobody else knows just what
'Mussolini and the Fascisti intend to
do outside Italy. Does Mussolini?
A Tariff Truce with France
A MEEicANs who do busiuess in
-^"^ France are breathing easier.
A temporary agreement on French
customs duties on goods from the United
States provides that the favorable rates
they enjoyed before September 6 will be
restored. So millions of dollars' worth
of American products can again be sold
on a competitive basis in the French
market, and American firms no longer
face the handicap of triple and quadruple import taxes while German trade is
put in a favored position.
This agreement, naturally, is in effect
pending the negotiation of a thoroughgoing new commercial accord. But
meanwhile everybody can be temporarily happy. The concession from France
has apparently been won without promising anything tangible in return, but
the French Government is anxious to
know how soon the United States Tariff
Commission will report on requests to
reduce the tariffs on perfumes, silks, and
textiles.
Uncle Sam may get something
jrom Francois once for nothing, but
it is a hard trick to do twice.
A One-Day Census

T

URKEY has just had its first census.
Mustapha Kemal ordered it, and
what Mustapha Kemal says goes in
Turkey. Perhaps he thought that the
Turkish people deserved a rest after his

Armistice Day, 1927
I HOSE men who were waiting
in
'
the trenches, on the field, and in
the air nine years ago for the eleventh
hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh
Tnonth to strike will remem'ber
their
thoughts
at the time.
One of their
number
the
next
day
wrote
his
thoughts down in verse.
He returned
to put his strength into the struggle on
hehalf of boys in Mg cities; to fight for
free government;
to maintain the National defense as a flight
officer—and
this last summer he fell in his airplane.
This reminder ty him of what Arm,istice
Day once meant may freshen the memory of men who served as he served.
GOALS OF D E S I R E
By

CURTIS W H E E L E R

Second Lieutenant,

88th Aero

Squadron

A WINDING river in northern France
^ J I Turns north hy Dead Man's Hill,
Where the locked lines held for four
long years.
And the guns were never still.
By day wings 'beckoned us ever forth.
By night the star shells', gleam;
Now we may fare on our journey
north
And follow at last the stream.
A far-flung wood on the Belgian hills
Lies north of the sere
Argonne;
The waving arms of the friendly
trees
Heartened us ever on.
Through
wire and trench,
through
gases'
stench.
We struggled as men could—•
Till now, as the gates of steel swing
wide.
We m,ay enter that Ardennes
wood.
There's a little lost town in far Lorraine,
Untouched by shot or shell.
That we spared for the day when, come
what may.
We might follow the clear Moselle.
And now, when the field-gray mists are
gone
That an August night called down.
With the glowing ray of a hoped-for
day.
We m,ay enter that little town.
A wide white road out of
Bauzemont
Once ran through No Man's Land
With never a m,ark from our
seventy-

fives
Nor the heavies at our
command.
For it led to where, in the valley fair.
The red roofs of Strasbourg
glowed;
And now, vAth no seventy-seven
to
speak.
We may follow the fair white road.
Therms a high-'backed ridge in the distance dim
Where the white hill villages shine
And the blue Alsatian
m,ountains
Look down on the ancient
Rhine.
And we who watched them in sun and
rain
• And the valley mist that chills.
Give thayiks to Him who fought for us
As at last we cross those hills.
Now gladly we leave the river and wood
And the towns we would not fire.
And the fair white road and the hills
that were
The goals of our desire.
To their own dear France—as
our
hearts
turn.
However far we roam.
To the westering sun that lights in gold
The roads that lead to Home.
November 12, 1918.

recent six-day speech. Perhaps he
thought that the census would be more
satisfactory if the census-takers caught
everybody at home. At all events, the
Turkish "President," or dictator, as he
really is, ordered the whole population
to stay at home throughout the day of
the census—the count seems to have
been made in one day.
Despatches describe Constantinople
as appearing hke a city of the dead on
that day. The people stayed quietly at
home, reflecting sadly on the probable
effect of this strange custom on next
year's taxes. A New Yorker might well
long for such an enumeration in New
York City if only he could be one of the
enumerators and walk up and down
through a New York for once quiet as
the grave.
Seriously, such a method of taking the
census, provided only it were possible
except under a dictatorship, has its advantages. It is believed that when the
facts are collated the Turkish Government will have a remarkably complete
record of the number of occupied houses,
the names of the people living therein,
and other vital statistics human and of
a business nature. One comment which
has been made is to the effect that this
is the first time that the inefficient
Turkish Government has started out to
teach Western civilization how a census
can be taken with neatness and despatch.
What New York wants to know
is how many of the 50,000 Turkish
enumerators actually worked and
how many were just drawing pay.
A Gorgeous Tomb—Perhaps
is the seventh centenary year
-'- since the death of Genghis Khan—
an appropriate time, therefore, for the
"discovery" of the tomb of the great
Mongolian conqueror, who led his Tartar hordes through northern China, the
Caucasus, Persia, and into Russia as far
as the Volga and Dnieper Rivers.
Genghis (or Jenghis, or Zingis, if you
prefer) was not only a great soldier but
a law-enforcer, a statesman, and a
monotheist but a tolerator of all religions. His conquests and abilities make
him worthy of honor in world history.
We hope the tale told by a London
newspaper and cabled by the Associated
Press to America is true, but it is so
weird and colorful that it will stand a
bit of confirmation. An explorer, Professor Kozloff, of Russia, it is stated, has
been hunting for the conqueror's tomb
for twenty years. At last he has disHPHIS
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The N a v y team breaking through the Pennsylvania line. Football, with millions looking on and more millions
listening in, is crowding baseball from its eminence as the great American game

covered it near the dead city of KharaKhoto, in the Gobi Desert—or, rather,
he has seen it; for the priests have
known all about it for these seven hundred years, and through these centuries
every seven hours seven lamas strike
seven times on a huge jade bell.
The description of what met the Russian's eyes is too thrilling and gorgeous
to omit: "He found the great Khan's
dust in a silver coffin resting upon the
crowns of seventy-eight princes and
khans whom he conquered. Jewelstudded weapons of Genghis Khan and
his own story of his reign, a life-size
lion, tiger, and horse in pink jade and a
copy of the Bible written by an English
monk also were in the tomb."
A Bible and an autobiography is
really too much to expect from a Mongol's tomb. One suggestion is that the
Bible was dropped there by Marco
Polo!
Archaeologists seem a little slow to
accept this tale of marvels; one of them,
however, Mr. Harold Lamb, author of a
biography of Genghis, vouches for Professor Kozloff as a well-known archaeologist who has made excavations and has
been at work in the Gobi Desert region
for the Russian Geographical Society;
but the Bible, the seven lamas on guard,
and other picturesque features of the
November

9,

tale do seem to Mr. Lamb to need a little elucidation.
// this is a hoax, it is the best one
relating to China since an American
ex-soldier in jail wrote the autobiography of Li Hung-chang.
Some of Our Surplus for the
Mississippi

T

HREE hundred million dollars stare
us in the face. What shall we do
with these dollars that are cumbering
up the United States Treasury? Some
say, cut down the taxes; others say, pay
off more of our National debt. There
is another answer. Three hundred million dollars, and perhaps some millions
more, our estimated surplus at the end
of this fiscal year, will, according to
Secretary Hoover, just about pay for the
additional cost beyond present appropriations of making out of the Mississippi, now a flood menace, and other
waterways a great transportation system.
In the November issue of the "Magazine of Business" Secretary Hoover, in
an interview with Robert R. Updegraff,
declares that our present transportation
costs have been distorted to the great
disadvantage of the Middle West. Bulk

commodities, particularly of farm
products, need cheaper transportation.
Ocean freight rates have changed little,
while land transportation has increased
seriously. Consequently Mid-West industries and farms have been practically
pushed hundreds of miles farther away
than ever from their own markets. "Put
it in another way," says Mr. Hoover in
this interview, "Chicago has moved 336
cents [on a ton of staple goods] away
from San Francisco, while New, York
has moved 224 cents closer. Chicago
has been moved 594 cents away from
the markets of South America and of
our own Atlantic seaboard." The effect
is to drive industries nearer the seaboard
and away from the heart of agriculture,
to the disadvantage of both industry and
agriculture. The way to relieve this
situation is to develop our waterways.
The old conditions that made our waterways uneconomical are passing. Old
waterways did not have the deep channels to make them practicable and they
had no real modern connections with the
sea. Make sea connections, deepen the
channels, and water transportation can
exist and serve side by side with the
railways.
So far from being discouraged by the
great calamity in the Mississippi Valley,
which he has done so much to alleviate,
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